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        Our Programs


Meadowlark Nursery
A sweet, gentle, first group experience for students age 3 by May 1st



Sandpiper Mixed Age Kindergarten
For 4's and young 5's. 



Bluebird Kindergarten
Offering authentic experiences of play and time in nature for ages 5 and 6.



First Grade
Age 7



Second Grade
Age 8



Third / Fourth Grade
The turning point of childhood, ages 9-10



Fifth / Sixth Grade
Ages 11 and 12



Seventh / Eighth Grade
Ages 13 and 14



Forest Friday
Our flagship nature program for K-8



Enrollment for Homeschoolers
Part time opportunities for school aged children



Little Owlets Parent / Child Program
Fostering a community of warmth for parents, and a nurturing atmosphere for young children.



Extended Care
For EC and Grades students



Specialty Subjects
Inspiring Children - Head, Heart, and Hands 



Grades Overview
1st through 8th Grade






    
    
        
            
                
                                

            

            
                
                    
                        
                            About Us

                            
                                
                                    Mangrove School of Sarasota fosters a capacity for self-knowledge that is grounded in a lifelong love of learning. Our inspiring, comprehensive learning environments, trained teachers, and committed, active parents and volunteers, awaken the students’ innate aptitude to be well-versed in practical, artistic, social, and academic skills.

Recognizing each individual as a unique expression of body, mind and spirit, we seek to engage students through a developmentally appropriate curriculum designed to strengthen their intellectual, emotional, and physical abilities, so they may meet new opportunities in a creative and responsible manner.

Learn More About Our School
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            Everything in due time.💗 Developmental needs ar
            	                    [image: Everything in due time.💗 Developmental needs are complex and multifaceted, and include not just cognitive endeavors, but emotional, physical, and social needs as well.  By prioritizing all of these, caregivers and educators acknowledge the importance of providing children with a supportive environment that nurtures their overall growth, and fosters resilience, self esteem, and various types of intelligence🥰  #mangrovesarasota  #natureschool  #forestschool  #developmental #wholelearning #learnbydoing #sarasotafl  #sarasotaflorida  #childhoodunplugged  #supportchildren]
        
    



    
        
            A beautiful day at the beach on Friday, kicking of
            	                    [image: A beautiful day at the beach on Friday, kicking off spring in a way that makes sense for where we live 🏝  Some years the kite flying  comes so easily, others take more work, this was a year where a bit more will and perseverance were involved to make it a successful endeavor 💪 but of course that is good practice!   Many thanks to the parents who attended - they worked tirelessly to help the kids to be successful- what a great quality to model 🙏  #mangrovesarasota #kitefestival #natureschool #forestschool #siestakeybeach #seasonalrhythms #spring #learnbydoing #handsonlearning #sarasota #sarasotafl #sarasotaflorida #childhoodunplugged]
        
    



    
        
            Each week we can rejoice and revel in time well sp
            	                    [image: Each week we can rejoice and revel in time well spent✨️  Learning is happening all the time, and in so many ways!   Being able to move our bodies, get into our senses, challenge our minds, work with our hands, dance with joy all help us to grow AND cultivate a love of learning, and a love of the world we are an intrinsic part of.💖  #mangrovesarasota  #natureschool  #forestschool #learnbydoing  #forestfriday  #growthmindset #schoolreimagined #handsonlearning  #sarasotafl  #sarasota  #srq #homeschoolenrichment #play]
        
    



    
        
            An extension of Love day 💌 is showing a little 
            	                    [image: An extension of Love day 💌 is showing a little love to organizations that need support too.  The 2nd grade collected books for this book drive as they are gaining more and more enthusiasm for reading💖📚   Many thanks to all of the community support for this project, and to Ms Amanda for leading this endeavor. 🥰  It is awesome to see the kids empowered to serve others with joy and care. We believe that service can be kindled in even the youngest children, starting with caring for their classmates and class space.  Then we expand outward to the whole school and then out into the greater community, building empathy as well as a sense of capability. They learn very early that helping others truly is a super power.🫶  #mangrovesarasota #natureschool #forestschool #learnbydoing #service #sarasota #sarasotafl #sarasotaflorida #earlylearning #books #reading]
        
    



    
        
            💞 Lots of love, care, and friendship flowing on
            
	                
	            	                    [image: 💞 Lots of love, care, and friendship flowing on Love day💌  Handmade valentines, class projects, seasonal fruit sharing, sweet treats, and a very special fundraiser to show our love for other early childhood centers.💗  #mangrovesarasota #natureschool #forestschool #valentines  #valentinesday  #love #care  #friendship #loveday #srq #sarasotafl]
        
    



    
        
            Give them a childhood worth remembering🌿 

In a
            	                    [image: Give them a childhood worth remembering🌿   In addition to the physical benefits to our bodies, unstructured outdoor play fosters creative thinking, imagination, social prowess, the ability to problem solve, and builds resilience.   As just one example, how many times have we seen children overcome their hesitation or self doubt..in the moment it's climbing the tree or crossing the river but in their life they are building their self confidence, practicing a growth mindset, and realizing just how capable and powerful they are. No device is doing that.   Save them, before it's too late.  #mangrovesarasota #natureconnection #endangeredspecies #thechildinnature #natureschool  #forestschool #learnbydoing #forestfriday #foresteveryday #sarasota  #sarasotafl #srq #wildflorida #conservationfoundationofthegulfcoast]
        
    



    
        
            Making paper in first grade.

Immersing ourselves 
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Making paper in first grade.  Immersing ourselves in a subject kindles deep learning. Students learned about the process in ancient civilizations out of papyrus, to thousands of years later from bamboo and other wood.  They talked about the paper wasp and all of the things that are made of paper and can be made from paper, from origami to lanterns, because we do that too 😁 mindfulness about waste is of course another aspect.  Then the students worked together to make paper.   Learning in this way not only increases attention, but builds critical thinking skills and fosters team work.  By engaging  both sides of the brain, we create better connections, hence the deep learning.  It's also super fun to make things and discover for oneself how things are made.  Just ask Mr Rogers!💗  #mangrovesarasota #handsonlearning #natureschool #forestschool #nobadweather #recycling #reuse #lifelonglearners #paper #sarasota #sarasotaflorida  📷 Ms Deirdre]
        
    



    
        
            We are also one thread in an immense fabric of com
            	                    [image: We are also one thread in an immense fabric of community  - an inseparable piece of a greater whole. Every action leaves a track, visible or invisible.  Just as in nature...an ecosystem is a functioning community; every member plays an important role, big or small, in a network of an interdependent relationships lending vital support to the whole. We can celebrate each beings uniqueness and gifts to the world and recognize the impact we all have on one another. 💗  #mangrovesarasota #natureschool #forestschool  #learnbydoing  #natureconnection #community  #sarasotaflorida  #sarasota #srq #mrrogers #goat #forestfriday]
        
    



    
        
            Slide for a closer look👀 

When we tread carefu
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Slide for a closer look👀   When we tread carefully and get into our senses we reap all the benefits of nature's gifts and wise offerings🐍  We would not have suspected to see this fab guy (or gal) lounging in the misty rain, so this was a nice surprise!  By remaining quiet and honoring this being's presence our special encounter lingered on and on, prompting different questions and wonderings.  There was no fear or negative emotions involved, more  reverence and awe, an important lesson in living in community with the variety of beings we share the lands with.  In all honesty, this is their home, we are just visiting. 💗🌿  #mangrovesarasota #natureschool #forestschool #forestfriday #natureimmersion  #natureconnection  #snakes #sarasotaflorida  #sarasota ##learnbydoing]
        
    



    
        
            All hands, big and small, are so much more capable
            	                    [image: All hands, big and small, are so much more capable than they are often given credit for.  By offering frequent opportunity for meaningful work, we build our will to bring tasks to completion and to take action to help take on unmet needs.   We interact with the greater community, which helps break invisible barriers of age, background, interest etc and deepen our capacity to empathize and care for others.  Our confidence in our abilities and gifts flourish, as we see our hard work making a difference and being received with gratitude and care. So many wins with service!💗🕊  #mangrovesarasota  #mlk #day of service #service #natureschool #forestschool #sarasota  #sarasotaflorida  #community #learnbydoing #sarasotaaudubon #audubon]
        
    



    
        
            Today we honor the legacy of Martin Luther King Jr
            	                    [image: Today we honor the legacy of Martin Luther King Jr with a day of service, rather than a day "off". 🫶  Every day we strive to live in our values as a testament to the world we wish to create...  We are all threads in the community fabric...by serving others and modeling this for children, self confidence grows as we begin to recognize individual gifts each of us has to offer that help weave this magnificent fabric. ✨️   There is so much each of us can do, even if you only have a few spare minutes, that promote care and peace in our world.. picking up some trash, donating to a food bank, reaching out to your neighbor, contacting a representative about a concern...many hands make for light work and many voices in unity can create change.🕊  #mangrovesarasota #natureschool #natureimmersion #forestschool #service #community  #sarasotaflorida  #day of service #MLK #peace #unity #care]
        
    



    
        
            What a gift the present is, when you tune in and e
            	                    [image: What a gift the present is, when you tune in and engage in the here and now.  It's been a lovely and peaceful week back capped off by another incredible 🌳Forest Friday at Crowley!   So many moments to say yes too:  getting into our senses and focusing on the smallest details that can truly astonish, tons of games, exploring among the ancient oaks and pines, and of course some of our favorite animal playmates...the mischievous goats!🐐💗  We have run this particular program for over a decade, exploring different ecosystems and ending the week deeply connected to nature, and to each other..a gift to unwrap every Friday✨️  #mangrovesarasota #natureschool #forestschool #sarasota #sarasotaflorida #wildflorida #natureimmersion #forestbathing #forestfriday]
        
    



    
        
            Join us for our first Open House of the new year t
            	                    [image: Join us for our first Open House of the new year tomorrow at 10 am! We will be making these sweet beeswax suncatchers to capture the beauty and warmth of Florida on those South facing windows.🌞 Check the link in bio to reserve your spot and catch all the details🐝]
        
    



    
        
            Sending love, peace, and hope to all for a blessed
            	                    [image: Sending love, peace, and hope to all for a blessed new year!🕊  #firsthike  #happynewyear  #wildflorida  #mangrovesarasota #natureschool #forestschool]
        
    



    
        
            Activating child passions is key to learning natur
            	                    [image: Activating child passions is key to learning nature's ways through connection and sensory awareness.  Sneaking is an all time favorite, of course it usually looks quite different than this!😄 Sometimes classes will attempt, as a group, to sneak up on another class, or another teacher. The excitement pushes our senses into alert mode,  but all in good fun.   We expand our senses, slow down, move intentionally with full awareness of our bodies and our surroundings. We are likely fox walking, listening for birds that might alarm call to our, or another's presence, or look for signs of human activity.   Here is where the playfulness kicks in, whether successful or not, the attempt is a joy, and sometimes failing epically is even more delightful!   Playfulness is an instinct of young mammals, including humans.  It's how they learn the skills they need to survive, and is an educator's best friend in all ways.  When we remember what we loved doing as a child or what captured our curiosity and attention, we can activate our child passions and inspire learning.  Here, even though the sneaking looks different, they are working in cooperation and communicating, which is an important capacity to hone. What better way to hone it, than through play?   Moreover, bringing playfulness to any subject will inspire learning! Even a non-preferred subject can gain new appreciation when brought through child passions.💗   #mangrovesarasota #natureschool #forestschool #sarasotafl #sarasota_fl #srq #learnbydoing #play #thepowerofplay]
        
    



    
        
            Deep mid winter drawing near, may light arise in o
            	                    [image: Deep mid winter drawing near, may light arise in our garden here🌿  Celebrating the coming of winter by doing what we were meant to do, going inward, retreating for a moment to pause and ponder the mysteries of life's gifts and our own that we give to the world.   Grateful for this sacred evening under the majestic oaks and ancient stars, with Sandhill cranes and barred owls as our greeters and guardians.   May you have a peaceful and relaxing winter season ❄️  #mangrovesarasota #headhearthands #natureschool #forestschool #winterspiral #wintersolstice #camping #sarasotafl #sarasota_fl #myakka #going inward #winter #returntolove   (Nancy Foster Deep Midwinter poem)]
        
    



    
        
            It's the little things...a glorious winter day and
            	                    [image: It's the little things...a glorious winter day and night at Crowley is truly a tonic during the holidays.  Every year it seems more and more hectic!    This trip helps us to slow down and savor these days, precious times of the winter season.  Children are free to explore this gem of preserved wild Florida, by day and night! 🌠 Making memories that will last far longer than anything we can purchase these days.  So these little things become the big things upon which a childhood is built and the seeds of adulthood are planted.💗  #mangrovesarasota #natureconnection #natureschool #forestschool #camping #wintersolstice #community #sarasotafl #sarasota_fl]
        
    



    
        
            Counting down to the Winter Solstice ❄️ Week 3
            	                    [image: Counting down to the Winter Solstice ❄️ Week 3🐾  #mangrovesarasota #headhearthands #natureschool #wintersolstice #animals #ceremony #childhoodunplugged #sarasotafl #sarasota_fl]
        
    



    
        
            Sharing love, joy, and peace in community during o
            	                    [image: Sharing love, joy, and peace in community during our winter assembly🌟  Each class offers a piece or pieces that they worked on from the fall semester.   For young children it will likely be a song/movement from circle time related to the season, nature, and gratitude.  As children get older their pieces demonstrate their extensive memories for verses independently, moving from the circular formation to looking outward.  Eventually they create elaborate pieces on their own related to their studies, such as a complex song and dance number or a student written comedic sketch that explores a historic period. It's lovely to see their capacities unfolding and their independence grow and bloom.🌿   After sharing these, we close with our community song, voices united as we send out a powerful message of love and peace into the universe. May it reach far and wide. 💗  #mangrovesarasota #headhearthands #returntolove #natureschool #sarasotafl #winter #peace #love #joy]
        
    



    
        
            Shining their light everywhere ✨️ 

Thank you 
            
	                
	            	                    [image: Shining their light everywhere ✨️   Thank you so much to our dear second graders, their families, Ms Amanda, and Ms Liz and  for embodying the care and light of Santa Lucia yesterday morning, a long standing tradition at our school.   Our campus was brimming with anticipation for their arrival, with resonant voices united in song, bringing a sweet remembrance of the sun to an overcast day.🍊  Santa Lucia, thy light is glowing.🌟  #mangrovesarasota #headhearthands #natureschool #festivals #tradition #santalucia #sarasotafl #sarasota  📷 Ms Amanda]
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            Ready To Enroll? Here's How To Apply...

                            
                    Apply Now
                
                    

    


Blog Posts
 
Nature Summer Camp at Mangrove
Join us for a fun filled morning of nature play, as we foster a love of the earth, and a deepening of artistic and creative capacities, for ages 4...


 
The Spirit of the Season
In lieu of a Winter Assembly this year, here is a heartfelt offering with the warmest wishes from our students, in their natural element!...


 
The Autumn Equinox and Michaelmas
We are thrilled to welcome Ms Kerry Clements and her family to the Mangrove community! Here is a lovely article she wrote for Early Childhood parents...



View All
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